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Abstract

This papcr proposes an anomaly prcdiction rnodclthat can detectrnachinlng defects using the CANs

and LSTM,and analyzes the data cxtracted Jbm the sensors builtinto the CNC machine.To achieve this,

we flrst select meaninghl feames from cNC facility data and apply them to thc GAN,au3mcnting data

of CNC machining.■ is approach helps overcome issues relatcd to data scarcity and imbalance,

ultimately generating anomaly detection factors for identi″ing defect市 e products.In numerical resuLs,

through the proposed model ofLS'm4‐based Double‐ GAN,their application in manufacturing proceses,

we contribute to substantiaHmprovements in practical quality and cost savings.
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l.Introduction

CNC machines can be programmed to perfollll a Variety of operations and be used to

manufacture a wide range of products,cnabling shaping with a high degree of freedom of

material and shape,as wdl as extremely high machining quality and predsion.Therefore,the

CNC machine is actively used in various industies such as the autoinotive industty,aerospace

industry,and machinery ntanufacturing[1,2].In CNC machine,the cutting tool can be

damaged by friction or a sudden change in cutting force.These situations can lead to a sharp

decrease in machining accuracy. The increased cutting forcc can also affect the life of the

machine tool.Therefore,託 is necessary to predict the possibility of CNC machining defects

according to tool life to ensure the unifom quality and reproducibility of the product.CNC

machined products are difflcult to detect problems during the manuFacuttring prooess in real―

tiine.The product defect can only bc known afЮ rthe productis lnolded.

To identitt prOblems in the CNC machining,the■ rst step is to analyze the characteristics of

the data conected during the process.In CNC machining,the life condition Ofthe cutting tool

detellllines whether the product is processed good or defective,so aね nctional relationship

cxists be●Ⅳeen the input and output variables.Thereforc,the dattl generated duЁ ng the process

is characterized by non―linearlty and non‐ ■omality,so it is essential to check the correlation
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